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MULTIROOM™
The Multiroom™ system allows holding a centralized control of the audioand video signals in the home; furthermore, different records can be
played in different rooms, e.g., classical music in the study, jazz in the bar
and a music fairytale in the children's room. You can easily control the
Multiroom™ system from your tablet/smartphone or using your
wall panel from any room of the house.

FLEXIBLE STRUCTURE
The main element of the Multiroom™ system is a so-called media point.
The media point is a compact device with a built-in amplifier; the device is
connected to the local network. Using the network structure allows easily
expanding and augmenting the system; for this purpose it is necessary to
add a new media point. Smart House will automatically detect a newly
connected device, and after that it will be ready to operate.
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VOICE NOTIFICATIONS
The Multiroom™ application is integrated into the Larnitech Smart House
system which also allows using it in different scenarios. For example, the
system can notify of a door intercom call, the actuation of the security
system or of a water leakage.

SUPPORT OF THE DLNA STANDARD
AND OF THE INTERNETRADIO
PROTOCOL

NAS
The system supports the DLNA technology which
allows it to interact with other devices supporting this standard.
The Multiroom™ system can playback the content stored on your smartphone, computer or at the home NAS storage (Network Attached Storage).
Also, the Multiroom™ system can play the Internet radio stations live streams.

ENTRANCE DOOR INTERCOM
The entrance door intercom system allows displaying notifications in the
rooms where the Multiroom™ system is installed. The notifications can
sound both in separate rooms and in all the rooms simultaneously.

TRACKING SOUND
Thanks to the installed motion detectors, the system reacts to the listener's
location and automatically turns the sound on as it detects the listener
nearby, turning it off inside the "empty" areas.

VOICE ASSISTANT
Smart House communicates with the owner using the Multiroom™ system.
The Assistant can report on the weather forecasts or inform you of the
planned activities for today; it can also inform you of the important events.

ONDOOR
SPEAKERPHONE
The speakerphone is integrated into the Smart House system; the ring
signal is relayed to any point of the house through the Multiroom™
system; the video stream is displayed on the tablet device, on the phone
or television set; meanwhile, the owner can talk to the guest and choose
whether to admit him/her to the house or not.

SOUNDANDLIGHT SHOW
The Multiroom™ system can interact with the RBG-illumination changing
colour and brightness of the light based on the played music.
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